EnVision
master classes
Cutting edge sustainability for
leadership teams

If you actively engage in innovation to maintain
your competitive edge, our master classes will
help you drive creativity and build value.
OUTCOMES

Investigate, explore and innovate
your company’s approach with
an EnVision session.

Sustainable futures

How your company can
navigate & capitalise upon
future scenarios

 Leadership teams with responsibility
for defining and developing long-term
business success.

UN Sustainable
Development Goals

Understand your role in the
global sustainability agenda

Global megatrends and
sustainability context

Understand the forces that
shape your buisness future

Developing
transformational strategy

A sustainable vision and
strategy for your company

Sustainability and
innovation

Unlock competitive strategies
for a changing world

POSSIBLE SESSION
TOPICS

“Terrafiniti... have been instrumental in
ensuring that I have been able to deliver value
and realise new business opportunities for my
organisations and their respective client bases.”

Jonathan Quigley, WWF International, World Economic Forum

Who is it for?

 Strategy, business innovation and
market intelligence teams.
 Strategic Business Unit and
operational team leaders.

Why take part?
Businesses need to navigate new territory, demonstrate their responsibility
and sustainability throughout supply chains and to understand intimately
the needs and intentions of their stakeholders.
This requires innovative sustainable strategies for management and growth.
The EnVision Master Classes provide insight, provoke creative thinking and
help you unlock solutions that suit your own specific challenges.

Our experts
Joss Tantram (Partner, Corporate Sustainability) is a
recognised expert in sustainable corporate strategy,
reporting and management. With 15 years’ experience
in sustainability consultancy, combined with 5 years with
WWF, he provides a mix of technical knowledge, passion
and a track record of innovation in sustainability.

Who has done it
before?

Our training has been delivered in the
UK, Europe, and throughout the world,
and has included participants from:

Dr Dominic Tantram (Partner, Environmental
Sustainability) is a Chartered Environmentalist and
sustainability professional with specialist skills in strategy,
training and environmental analysis. He has worked on
a range of consultancy and research projects for leading
companies, universities and government.
Terrafiniti’s partners are Inaugural Working
Fellows of the ICRS

“Joss and his team gave
us strategic insights
which we could not
have done ourselves. His
constructive criticism,
based on a genuine
understanding of Aviva,
was vital to us during a
time of change.”

Features
Tailored to your company.
Business relevant content.
Big picture topics in bite size
chunks.
Cutting edge sustainability tools
and approaches.
Short, focused sessions.
Post course strategic debriefing.

Tom Oxley, CR Manager, Aviva UK

About Terrafiniti

Terrafiniti provides expert advice together with innovative
and practical sustainability services. Our mix of strategic
insight and operational emphasis is a key strength that
helps align everyday practice with business priorities.
With over 40 years collective experience, our two partners
have provide advice to some of the world’s biggest
companies, global NGOs and national and international
institutions.
From 2005-2010 we designed and delivered WWF
International’s One Planet Leaders global executive
development programme.

For more information
call Joss Tantram +44 (0)1483 531 766
info@terrafiniti.com
www.terrafiniti.com

Details

Location - your offices or other venue
Duration - 3 hour session per topic
Multiple and/or
other topics can be
chosen to build a
bespoke course

